
 

Ethics in marketing - Just because you can, should you?

For business marketers, communicating is today easier than ever. Dozens of communications channels are now
mainstream as consumers show an insatiable appetite for new content.

This means communications and marketing professionals have the ability to go crazy wild issuing random communications
to as many people as possible about any of the latest trending topics. Perhaps they should first pause to consider the
ethical implications.
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Of course, marketers face pressure to drive sales and profitability, often at the expense of ethical considerations. Intense
competition, revenue targets, stakeholder expectations, and evolving market trends create challenges for marketers in
maintaining ethical integrity while achieving business objectives.

Other challenges abound in the pursuit of ethical marketing, including greenwashing, profit prioritisation, supply chain
complexities, consumer skepticism, financial constraints and navigating global standards.

The IMM Graduate School has a major focus in our training on ethical marketing practices, and we call for marketers to
prioritise ethical considerations in their campaigns. Embracing principles of transparency, honesty, and social
responsibility not only enhances brand reputation but also cultivates trust and loyalty among consumers.

Self-regulation is core to promoting ethical behaviour. Educational institutions like the IMM Graduate School integrate ethics
modules into our curriculum, instilling ethical principles in future marketers. Additionally, industry bodies such as the
Advertising Regulatory Board (ARB) provide guidelines and regulations to ensure compliance with ethical standards.
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Transparency is a central requirement - clear communication of intent and adherence to social responsibility. The most
illustrative example of unethical marketing is the practices of telemarketers, where individuals are bombarded with
unsolicited calls underscoring the importance of respecting privacy and providing clear communication about data usage.

Of almost equal importance is transparency of labeling in the promoting of products. Clear and accurate labeling ensures
that consumers are informed about the products they purchase, fostering trust and confidence in the brand. Similarly,
promotional offers should be clearly communicated without ambiguity to avoid misleading consumers.

Above all, leadership is key in fostering ethical marketing practices within organisations. Ethical conduct should permeate
from top-level management down to every employee, reflecting a commitment to transparency, integrity, and social
responsibility.

At the heart of ethical marketing is the delicate balance between empowering consumers with information and avoiding
manipulative tactics that coerce individuals into making purchases they may not genuinely need or want. However, the line
between empowerment and manipulation can sometimes blur, especially in an era of sophisticated psychological
techniques to influence consumer behaviour.

Ethical concerns in marketing tactics

Marketers leverage various tactics, from offering free samples to social media influencers, prompting quick decisions
through limited-time offers, to shape consumer choices. Yet, ethical concerns arise when these techniques are used
manipulatively or deceptively, exploiting vulnerabilities rather than empowering consumers.

In essence, navigating ethical marketing requires a multifaceted approach that encompasses regulatory compliance,
industry standards, and individual responsibility. Government regulations and industry standards play a pivotal role in
shaping ethical marketing practices. Legal boundaries, consumer protection laws, industry guidelines, and eco-friendly
regulations provide a framework for ethical conduct in marketing.

Marketers, in turn, engage in self-regulation through ethical codes, education and training, internal policies, self-reporting
mechanisms, and customer feedback and engagement initiatives.

Among government regulations, invasion of consumers’ privacy should be a major concern to any marketer, as it is
destroys a company’s reputation. Advanced data analytics may invade consumer privacy by collecting extensive personal
information without clear consent. Targeted advertising based on detailed user profiles can lead to ethical issues by
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exploiting sensitive attributes.

Consumers may be unaware of the extent of data collection or targeted advertising, raising concerns about informed
consent. Biases in algorithms can result in discriminatory practices that disadvantage specific demographic groups.

Consequences of unethical marketing practices

Consumer attitudes and values play a significant role in shaping ethical considerations in marketing. Brands that prioritise
ethical practices often gain trust and loyalty from consumers. As consumers' beliefs and values evolve, ethical
considerations in marketing must adapt to align with changing attitudes.

Consumers respond favourably to brands that prioritise transparency, sustainability, and social responsibility. Ethical
brands build trust with consumers who appreciate their commitment to societal and environmental well-being.

On the other hand, unethical marketing practices can have far-reaching consequences for brands, impacting their
reputation and sustainability in the long term. From negative brand image to legal troubles and lost trust, the implications of
unethical behavior are significant and can tarnish a brand's standing irreparably.

In addition to immediate repercussions, unethical marketing can also have a detrimental impact on long-term sustainability.
Negative perceptions stemming from unethical behavior can lead to decreased sales, reduced market share, and overall
business viability. In contrast, ethical marketing practices offer a path to building trust and loyalty among consumers.

By prioritising open communication, sustainable commitments, consistent ethical behaviour, social responsibility, quality
assurance, and ethical advertising, brands can foster positive relationships with their audience.

As the landscape of marketing ethics evolves in an interconnected and digital world, marketers must adapt to emerging
challenges while remaining competitive in the marketplace. The rise of online platforms and data-driven marketing
necessitates a focus on clear communication, ethical data practices, and transparency in advertising to build and maintain
consumer trust.
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